Project Name:
Optimer Brands Lobby Display

Specifications:
Size: 10", 14", 20", 24", and 30" diameter circles
Material: 0.25" clear PETG
Printing: Flatbed UV printing both sides, with white ink
Finishing: CNC contour cut
Drill holes
Install with hardware
Quantity: 1 each of 5 tiles

Client’s Goals:
• The very best print quality available
• Contemporary look for high-end office lobby
• 3-dimensional look
• Easy to maintain
• Fast turnaround

Why We Do It Better:
• 1200dpi UV flatbed printing for stunning image quality
• Clear PETG material for polished, high-gloss finish
• Print on both sides of PETG for layered effect
• Double-hit of opaque white for increased contrast
• Install multi-depth stand-off hardware to create additional dimensions
• All ink and material is water-resistant

Stand-off mounting hardware is available in different colors and sizes